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A properly trained parrot is a wonderful pet—and a poorly trained parrot can be a feathered
monster. The Perfectly Trained Parrot gives you the tools to ensure that you live with the
wonderful pet, not the monster! This comprehensive guide contains methods and advice to
ensure that your bird becomes a social, tame, and fun companion. Author Rebecca K. O'Connor,
a professional bird trainer, advocates only positive and humane methods—methods that will
make training fun for both you and your bird. Whether you just want a parrot that sits on your
hand and doesn't bite you or you want to train your parrot to fly through hoops, this book had all
the tools you'll need to succeed.

From the Inside FlapA GROUNDBREAKING TEXT THAT BRIDGES TEH GAP BETWEEN
THEORTERICAL DYANICS AND INDUSTRY APPLICATIONS.Designed to address the
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Next?ConclusionIntroductionThis book could change your life. I don’t just mean that it could
make living with your parrot more fun and enjoyable, although I certainly hope it does that.
Hopefully, that is why you are reading! What I mean by changing your life is that understanding
how to communicate with and train wild animals can shift the way you see the world. It can also
help you change the world—or at least your area of it. This may seem like a bold statement for
beginning a little parrot training book, but I do believe the years I have spent trying to understand
and interact with the animals in my life have taught me how to shape my surroundings into a
positive, happy place.When I give lectures I joke constantly about training ex-boyfriends and
using positive reinforcement on the people in my life. The audience laughs, I laugh, and we all
pretend that I’m kidding—but I’m not. For example, just saying “thank you” when a person does
something you like is a great start to shaping behavior with positive reinforcement. The way the
people in your life act to get your attention can often be directly correlated to how you react or
don’t react to their methods (reinforcement, in trainer language—there’s a lot more on this topic
later). If your best friend loves hour-long conversations on the phone and the only way she can
get you to stay on the phone is to call with a crisis, guess what? When you stay on the phone,



you are reinforcing her. You better enjoy listening to her latest breakdown, because she is going
to call with them, often.Your actions really do speak louder than your words. More importantly,
your actions shape how everyone interacts with you. Behaviors that work—meaning produce the
desired result—in an individual’s environment are repeated. This is the basis of behavioral
learning theory. (“Theory” meaning an established explanation of phenomena used in science,
rather than an unproven guess, which has become the more common usage.) So if you allow an
individual’s behaviors to work when you don’t like what they are doing—in other words, the
person gets what they want through their undesirable behavior—you may be creating an
unhappy living situation. Shaping behavior and understanding what triggers it and reinforces it is
the core of the psychology of human behavior analysis, and a basic understanding of this is
actually critical to training your parrot as well.If you understand the underlying communication of
training, you can have a perfect parrot. Yes, I said, “perfect”. I was given a bit of grief over my last
parrot book’s having the words “perfect parrot” in the title. There were those who felt I was
encouraging unrealistic expectations of parrots. So let me clarify. The English language is alive,
and the definitions of words evolve. We rarely use the word “perfect” with its original intent of
being flawless, as a diamond can be. So few things in this world are that kind of perfect, yet we
use the word all the time. I’ve gone out on dates with a few perfect gentlemen, but they were far
from flawless. Thank goodness for that too, because flawless is boring. We all have quirks and
annoying behaviors. The trick to living happily with any human or animal is to make concessions
for the habits that do not bother us all that much and clearly communicate how to live happily
together. A perfect parrot is one that gives you great joy, is healthy and well-adjusted, and has
minor and livable-with bad habits. A perfect parrot has everything to do with your ideal standard.
What you need to do is decide what that standard is and make it fun to live up to it. Trust me.
Your parrot has his own ideal standards of how you should behave as well. The two of you can
have this conversation with applied behavior analysis.Applied behavior analysis is a
straightforward and ethical way to shape behavior in most, if not all, situations. Whether it is used
in special education with children, managing zoo animals, or communicating with the parrot in
your living room, it is applicable, replicable, and sensible. In this book it will be the basis for
training and problem solving. Once you start practicing on your parrot(s), though, you may find
that you get better at expressing what you mean to the whole world. You may find that you are
clearer and more consistent and that everyone else seems to be as well. Life gets less stressful.
Days are more enjoyable. Relationships are full of joy. It sounds like a miracle, but it’s nothing
more than clarity and better communication.Applied behavior analysis is an ethical way to shape
behavior in most situations.I can hear you now as I type this, “That’s great, Rebecca, but all I
want is for my parrot to wave on cue.” I understand, and we will get right at that. All the same, if
you find that you really enjoy training, become excellent at it, and suddenly life gets even better,
don’t say I didn’t warn you!Happy Training!Rebecca K. O’ConnorChapter 1: Where Do I Begin?If
you have never trained a pet, the idea of teaching your parrot to do anything might be a little
daunting to you. Birds can be particularly challenging because we do not know how to read their



body language or understand how to respond to it. Perhaps you already have had some
moments with your bird where you just could not fathom why he bit you or acted the way he did.
It can take some practice learning what a parrot is saying with his body language and knowing
how best to react to what he is trying to tell you. In fact, when we are first working with parrots we
often guess why our parrots do the things they do, assuming that their motivations would be
similar to our own. So where do you begin when you decide you want to know how to train your
bird?Training the Animals in our WorldImagine that your parrot is an alien dropped into your
home from another world. Actually, this is pretty close to the truth. Overall they have strange
expressions that do not make sense at first, mostly based in the rise and fall of feathers. Parrots
don’t have lips and cannot smile. They communicate in clicks and beeps. Their strange little
pupils expand and contract with their thoughts. Even their locomotion is different from ours. It is
hard to even imagine what it would feel like to travel through the world on wings, but they do it
and make it look easy. You may as well have E.T. in your living room. (If you haven’t seen the
movie E.T.: the Extraterrestrial, you should definitely rent it.)Yet despite the fact we must seem
just as alien to them, we assume parrots understand our words, motions, and sometimes even
our thoughts. So where would you start if you found yourself having to share your home with an
alien you wanted to communicate with, have fun with, and teach how best to live with you? If it
were E.T. you would coax it into interacting with you with candy, train it how to integrate into your
home without making too much trouble, teach it to talk, learn everything you could about the
species, and then work on some awesome tricks together. (Who wouldn’t want to ride a flying
bicycle?) You should skip the candy, but working with a parrot is not all that different from
working out how to live with E.T.Things to Learn About Your ParrotIf you are about to get a parrot
or have not learned a whole lot about the one you have, here are three things to look into:Where
does this species live in the wild?Knowing whether your bird comes from the rainforest or the
savannah can tell you a lot about his natural behavior and the activities he will enjoy and engage
in quickly. A parrot that spends a lot of time on the ground in the wild may likely be more
comfortable on the floor than on a perch, for example.When does and where does this parrot
breed in the wild?What time of the year would your parrot breed in the wild? Aggression and
nesting behavior can be linked to a change in hormones. And if your parrot is a hollow nester,
you may want to avoid the brooding behavior that it encouraged by going into dark cavities.What
other natural behaviors can you find out about?Does your parrot species wrestle with its buddies
and roll around on the ground in the wild? You will probably have a lot of luck teaching your
parrot to lie on his back and play dead. Find out what you can about wild behavior and come up
with new training tricks that mimic wild behaviors.Who Are You?The best place to start is by
learning everything you can about the parrot in your life. This means learning about both the
history of your individual parrot and your parrot’s species (and sometimes the subspecies) and
how that species lives in nature.Your Bird’s BiographyYour parrot’s past is nice to know if you
have a bird that has been adopted from a rescue or previous owner (a rehomed parrot), but
don’t get hung up on it. People have a habit of assuming the worst about an animal’s past and



then believing that this past is a hurdle that must be jumped over before your new friend will be
“whole” again. The vast majority of the time, this is simply not true. Parrots are resilient, brilliant,
engaging birds that quickly adjust to a new home, especially if it is a positive and enriching
environment. Except in the most extreme cases, you have a brand new start with your parrot,
and the way he behaves will have to do with how you interact with him. He may have a few quirks
and fears, but don’t we all?Don’t make the assumption that your parrot has come to you
“broken,” but if you can, find out what his past experiences were. If your parrot has never stepped
up for someone before, you will have some work to do training him. If you are told that his owner
always picked him up by having him step onto a stick, you may need to take some time training
him to step up onto hands. If he has always been fed only sunflower seeds and peanuts, you
may need to train him to explore new foods and develop new tastes. Information such as this is
helpful, but it certainly isn’t mandatory. You don’t have to have any information about his past to
work with him. If you begin training as if everything is new and anything is possible, you will
surely have success. You do, however, need to know about your parrot’s natural history.Your
Bird’s Natural HistoryEven if you are bringing home a young parrot that has never lived in
another home, the more you know about the species you are living with the better. A parrot’s
behaviors will have a great deal to do with what members of its species naturally do in the wild.
Is your parrot a ground feeder? A cavity nester? What is its natural diet? Find out everything you
can about your bird.The Internet can be a great resource, but be careful about where your
information originates. The law of the Internet seems to be that the more it is repeated, the more
likely it is to be believed. Unfortunately, it also seems that the more it is repeated the more likely it
is to be misinformation. Look for your information in scientific papers, nationally respected
magazines, and from well-known scientists, not from bulletin boards and Facebook. Once you
know all you can about your parrot, it’s time to bring him home and start training.Having a pet
parrot is a little like living with an extraterrestrial—parrots’ motivations, behavior, and
communication are alien to you.Who’s Training Who?Don’t think you are ready to train? The
good news is that the basics and practice are all you need. In fact, you are probably already
training your parrot if you have one in your home. If there are behaviors that your parrot repeats,
you have likely trained them for better or for worse. The trick is to be mindful and to begin training
only the things you appreciate and enjoy. Polish your training skills to the point of feeling
comfortable training new behaviors and having fun with your parrot while doing it.Perhaps the
most important thing to understand about training is that it is primarily about having a
conversation with your parrot. Training is not about “making” an animal do anything. It is also not
about bribing, coercing, or starving. Training is about building a two-way street where both of you
are conversing about what the other wants and coming to an agreement.For example, when
your bird receives positive attention from you, you are communicating you feel that whatever the
parrot was doing at that moment deserves a reward. Perhaps your parrot called out, “Yoohoo!”
and you wandered over to scratch him on the head. If your parrot liked getting attention and
wants some more of it, he will do it again. You are giving your parrot a way to say “Hey, pay



attention to me,” which gets him the response he wants. You are saying to him, “Sure thing. I’ll
come visit with you. I like it when you call out ‘yoohoo’ instead of screaming.” You are happy. The
parrot is happy— and all of this was training. Unfortunately, sometimes we forget that this is
training and have a communication breakdown.Such is often the case with a parrot who
screams. (By screaming, I mean calling out noisily, frequently, and repetitiously). A parrot who
screams has been rewarded to do so. Often, screaming happens just with day-to-day actions
and without your realizing that you trained it. Remember that training is conversation. Perhaps
your parrot began with a yell or two to get your attention and to ask you to come over and visit. If
you walked over and calmly told your parrot to, “Please hush,” he probably did for a minute. After
all, he called for you and you came over to visit. To him, you had a very clear conversation and
your end of it was, “just yell for me and I’ll be right over.” Maybe you get annoyed with being
yelled at and stop coming right away. Over time it takes you five minutes or so of yelling before
you finally can’t take it and walk over to tell him a little less patiently to hush. Now you have
clearly told him that the way to get your attention is to yell for at least five minutes. Guess what?
You’ve trained your parrot to scream.Parrots are intelligent and constantly interacting with their
environment. The way they behave and what they learn to do has a lot to do with how you and
the rest of the household respond to them. That is how it works in the wild. Parrots develop
behaviors based on how their flock interacts with them and what happens in their environment.
So parrots pay close attention to what your actions are saying.Don’t make the mistake of
thinking your parrot knows automatically what you want or even cares about that. Maybe parrots
do make guesses at what we are thinking, but if they do, I doubt they are any better at it than we
are at guessing what a parrot is thinking. Most of the time we don’t even guess right about what
the people around us are thinking. So if you learn how to think like a trainer and make your
actions very clear to your parrot, you are going to have a much happier household. If you don’t
work on training the parrot, the parrot is going to figure out how to train you instead.What if My
Parrot Isn’t Trainable?Every bird is an individual, just as every parrot owner is too. People
frequently ask me what the hardest species of bird to train is and my answer is always that they
are all just different. Every bird has a different personality, even within a species. Some parrots,
like many cockatoos, tend to not have much food motivation. Some parrots, like most lories and
lorikeets, have high energy. There are also parrots that are standoffish. Many African greys I
have met are very standoffish, but I have met a couple of greys that are as social as a parrot can
be.A parrot’s personality can make him more difficult to train or less difficult, depending on the
trainer and what the trainer is hoping to teach. And just like all other animals (including people),
there are parrots who have a real knack and desire for learning while many others do not. If you
have multiple parrots you may find that one parrot is easier to train than the others. Or perhaps
one is great at mimicking new sounds and one is wonderful at physical behaviors. No parrot is
entirely untrainable, not even yours. You just need to take the time, have the patience, and focus
on your parrot’s positive attributes.The Beginnings of Animal TrainingAnimal training has been
around for perhaps as long as people have interacted with animals. Although the psychology



and techniques of training animals have evolved, especially in the last century, there is nothing
new about humans wanting to teach animals to work with them. Humans may have begun
training dogs as long as 15,000 years ago. Over time we have created breeds with specialties in
following a scent, pointing or flushing quarry, and even hunting game. Training animals has been
a keystone of civilization from its beginnings, but not just training domesticated animals.Before
there were firearms, falconers all over Europe and Asia worked with a variety of raptors to hunt
with them. Unlike cats and dogs, bred for their desire to interact with us, raptors were not
domesticated. Taken from the wild and painstakingly trained to take down winged and ground
quarry, falcons and hawks were an effective means to bring meat to the banquet hall. Falconry
too is not a new means of training and has been practiced for more than 3,000 years. Some of
the first detailed books on animal training were written by falconers. Frederick II of Hohenstaufen
wrote The Art of Falconry, a detailed treatise on training in the 1200s, and translations of it are
still in print and read by falconers today.People were also successfully training animals that you
probably don’t even consider as trainable. Cheetahs were trained to work with people and hunt
gazelle in India and Afghanistan. Working with cheetahs was still in favor with Indian royalty in
the early 1900’s. Elephants have been trained to work with people for 4,000 years. Captured
from the wild, the individuals that adjusted the best were trained and spent their lives often with
one trainer. In modern times they have been primarily used for logging, but in ancient times
rulers used elephants as an instrument of war. Famous leaders such as Hannibal had war
elephants on the battlefield as part of their armies.While people trained a wide variety of wild
animals, parrots remained mostly ornaments. Parrot fanciers looked at parrots more as beautiful
and unique additions to their homes rather than as working or even performing animals.
Certainly as parrots became more common, species with a propensity to speak were
encouraged to learn household words. There may have been a few people out there training
their parrots to do interesting things, but for the most part parrots were not considered standard
pets or working animals. This attitude prevailed until recent times as well.When I was doing bird
shows, it was not uncommon for people to refer to “animals and birds,” as if birds were
something entirely different. In fact, there were times when people spoke to me in awe that it was
even possible to train a bird. Birds for the most part, in their opinion, were useless. Because I
had worked with birds since I was a little girl, I found this to be absurd. Training birds was no
harder than training any other animal once you could read them. The only difference between
the people who thought birds were untrainable and me was that I had more practice.What’s the
Difference?Applied behavior analysis, operant conditioning, behavior modification, and behavior
therapy are all basically the same thing, referring to the same strategies of training. They are not
interchangeable terms, but so similar in nature that they are all often used to describe the same
techniques. However, applied behavior analysis is a comprehensive and rigorous approach to
shaping and changing behavior that in its true definition involves systematic and defined
methodology. A full understanding of the application of behavior analysis is a wonderful way to
problem-solve difficult behavior issues.Animal Training TodayThe world of training animals has



changed significantly, but many people still see birds—including parrots—as animals that are
content to sit in a cage and while away their lives with a bowl of seed in front of them. This is
tragic because the possibilities for interaction and fun with a parrot are limitless. Fortunately,
modern psychology has given us insights into the way all living creatures react and adapt within
their environments. It is possible to communicate and train anything with an agenda, as long as
you can provide the proper reinforcement to make your point. I have seen goldfish trained to do
agility courses in their aquariums. Surely training a parrot should be a piece of cake!
SuperstitionFrom the early beginnings of training came a great deal of superstition and heavy-
handed training. Without the scientific theories to explain why an animal responded in a certain
way, many experts created their own theories about how behavior worked. These systems of
training often became lists of what a potential trainer should never do (Never let a parrot get
above your head.) or what they should always do (Always ignore it when a parrot bites you.). The
trainers did not really know how or why these rules worked. For example, their experience was
that if they let a parrot get higher than them, they could not get the parrot down and sometimes
got bitten. “This is just how parrots are!” a superstitious trainer might tell you. Therefore, you
should never let this happen.Superstition does not help you train, however. It merely gets in the
way. If you understand applied behavior analysis you could break this behavior down and see
that the parrot is actually being reinforced—he’s getting what he wants. You just have to work on
shaping the behavior to fix it. I let my parrots get above me all the time. They love the view, but
they love the peanut they get when they come down as asked even better.Negative
TrainingTraining in the past has frequently been based heavily on negative reinforcement and
punishment. We will get into what these terms mean specifically later, but for now just think of
the examples of a tiger trainer with the whip or a dog that gets his nose rubbed in the accident
he had on the floor. You will see as we discuss training further that not all negative reinforcement
or punishment is bad, it’s simply not the most effective way to train most of the time. What it is,
though, is fast and simple. It is easy to be impressed by someone who can grab an aggressive
bird, force it into submission and then present the audience with a seemingly tamed and loving
animal. There are psychological reasons why this works quickly and for a period of time, but it
can have repercussions. And why use negative techniques when there are more effective
methods for the long term? This is what animal trainers started asking themselves when B.F.
Skinner introduced the world to operant conditioning.Knowing about your bird’s natural history is
crucial to understanding his behavior.Operant ConditioningB.F. Skinner is known for his Project
Pigeon. Funded by the military, he worked to train pigeons to guide bombs and torpedoes during
World War II. Although the research and work was eventually dismissed as impractical, it wasn’t
without some small successes. Building on this research, Skinner defined operant conditioning
and went on to lay the groundwork for behavior analysis.While training rats and pigeons in the
1940s, Skinner opened up a new way to look at behavior, and his work had wide-ranging
applications. Building on work done by Ivan Pavlov (Pavlov was the scientist who discovered that
by pairing the ringing of a bell with the presentation of food, he could get dogs to salivate simply



by ringing a bell.), Skinner studied the connection between stimuli and observable behavior.
Skinner proved that behavior could be shaped if the operator was in control, voluntarily
modifying the subject’s behavior based on the consequence. For example, if given the choice to
get corn for pecking a button or to do nothing and get nothing, a chicken will choose to peck the
button. This is operant conditioning. Skinner also demonstrated that behavior could be shaped
using operant conditioning and by breaking a given behavior into small steps and rewarding
those steps. Skinner proved how important consequences are to creating behavior.Animal
Behavior EnterprisesSkinner’s students Keller Breland and Marian Breland took these theories
further to investigate how behavior analysis and operant conditioning could be applied to animal
training outside the lab. They founded Animal Behavior Enterprises (ABE) in 1947, which was
the first commercial business to take these techniques and apply them to real- world animals. To
make a living they had to train more than just rats and pigeons, so the animals they trained were
diverse. Mostly these animals were employed in the entertainment industry and as commercial
ambassadors. The Brelands’ clients were varied and included the military, theme parks, and
even large companies like General Mills. When Keller Breland passed away, Marian kept the
business going and eventually hired Bob Bailey, who was previously Director of Animal Training
for the U.S. Navy. Over the life of the company, ABE trained over 15,000 animals and more than
150 species.The impact of ABE on the animal training world was immense. Keller and Marian
were the inventors of the clicker, which started its life as a little tin “cricket.” They also coined the
term “bridging stimulus.” Using a clicker to mark a requested behavior before handing over a
treat proved to be immensely effective and greatly reduced the amount of time it took to train a
behavior. The duo hoped that clickers would take off with people training their pets at home in
the 1940s and 1950s, but perhaps they were before their time.The company contracted with
many marine mammal and bird shows and was ultimately responsible for spreading the use of
operant conditioning in training parrots during the 1950s and 1960s. Animal Behavior
Enterprises shut down in 1990, but Bob Bailey still works in the field of animal training. His
chicken camps, where he teaches aspiring animal trainers operant conditioning principles by
training chickens, are still popular in Europe; animal trainers revere him.Clever HansClever Hans
was a horse trained by a German mathematics teacher William von Osten, in the early 1900s.
The horse was said to be able to do arithmetic, read, spell, and perform other tasks. By pawing
at the ground with his hoof, the horse would answer yes, no, spell, or count. Von Osten gave no
obvious clues, and it seemed that anyone who asked the horse a question could usually elicit a
correct answer. However, careful examination by a board of experts revealed the horse relied on
very subtle cues and stopped pawing based on the expression and stance of the questioner.
Hans answered questions correctly only if the questioner knew the answer and Hans could see
him. Just like Hans, your parrot will learn to read your body language and cues quickly. Be
careful to be clear with your body language and to not fall under the spell of a “Clever
Hans.”Misunderstanding SkinnerUnfortunately, Skinner’s techniques have often been poorly
explained and therefore misunderstood. Some people interpret them to mean that an animal has



no mind of its own but instead is just a stimulus-response machine. Believing that that is the
basis of these techniques, they take offense at the implication that animals do not have feelings
or thoughts of their own. This simply is not the point of operant conditioning. Animals are
certainly thinking, feeling beings. In fact, in some cases their bond with us is part of the
reinforcement and speeds training along. Instinct and natural behaviors play a role in behavior,
and every facet of working with an animal does not boil down to simply “click and treat.” Still,
applied behavior analysis is the most effective means of training. These techniques are just
making the communication clearer in a conversation we would be trying to have anyway.Another
issue that people sometimes have with these techniques is the belief that they are nothing more
than manipulation. Even worse to people who feel this way is the idea that operant conditioning
can be used to shape human behavior, which seems devious and even unconscionable to them.
I once had a heated argument with my brother on a lovely beach in Mexico over the idea that I
might write a book about using operant conditioning in your dating life. My brother was appalled
that I would be so manipulative to a boyfriend, and no amount of tropical drinks or hours of
beachfront view would change his mind. Still, his reaction was an emotional one rather than
logical one. (Sorry, little brother!) Manipulation requires tactics such as trickery, bullying, and
nagging. Good luck getting any of those techniques to work on a parrot. Operant conditioning
using positive reinforcement hinges on appreciating and rewarding the good. I would much
rather get a hug for picking up my laundry than be nagged for leaving it on the floor. Wouldn’t
you?The Next LevelToday well-known animal trainers and behaviorists continue to teach and
find new applications for operant conditioning and applied behavior analysis. Building on the
things we have learned from Skinner and the Brelands, trainers have discovered positive ways to
train animals to do an incredible variety of things that improve their quality of life. Rather than
capturing or sedating animals at zoos, trainers have used operant conditioning and positive
reinforcement to teach them to present body parts for the veterinarian to inspect. There are even
macaws that have been trained to sit still for annual vaccination injections in their breast
muscles. It is becoming apparent that with time, patience, and positive reinforcement you can
train animals in just about anything.Training through positive reinforcement will help you build a
close relationship with your bird.Building a FoundationPerhaps now you are wondering why you
were just given a summary of the entire history of animal training. Hopefully you found it
interesting. An understanding of where these training techniques came from is important
because they are proven techniques. There is nothing new about what I’m going to share with
you. I’m just going to try to make it as simple and applicable as possible.Even if you don’t entirely
understand or remember the terminology, you should be able to grasp the basics and have a lot
of fun and success. And the great thing about training with a scientific basis is that if you get
stuck or are ready to tackle more than is in this book there are tons of good reliable resources.
These are all techniques that I have used training animals professionally as well as personally—I
am certainly not the only one! There are online and in-person workshops, videos, and other
trainers who use all these terms and techniques as well. In a book I don’t have the luxury of



rephrasing my explanation until it clicks with you as I would in a workshop. So if something in the
book confuses you, you might find that one of these other resources uses scenarios or
explanations that give you that “aha” moment that has eluded you. So let’s get started!What Do I
Need to Start Training?You do not need a whole lot of equipment to start training your parrot
other than a handful of treats. As we get into specific behaviors that require props there will be
some necessary items, but you do not need to buy anything to get started. If you prefer training
with a clicker or would like to try training with a clicker, you can buy one of those. (There is a
thorough explanation of clickers in the Event Markers section of Chapter 2.) Most chain pet
stores carry them and they are not very expensive. A perch on a stand is helpful but not
completely necessary to start. So don’t fuss about all the goodies, just read through the
techniques and terms carefully and get started. You’ll need to return to them to remind yourself,
but if they have trouble sticking in your head, don’t worry. I have to remind myself sometimes,
and I’ve been training for a long time. You don’t have to be able to recite training terminology to
understand it. What you need is reminders and practice—lots of practice.TreatsThe first thing
you need to consider is what will be reinforcing to your parrot. We are going to train using strictly
positive reinforcement, so you need to give some thought to what you can give your parrot that
he will enjoy. For some parrots a scratch on the head or a cuddle is good reinforcement.
However, kisses and cuddles are not the easiest way to train. Sometimes we misread our parrots
and do not notice that they are tired of the training game and do not feel like being cuddled
anymore. An unwanted cuddle can quickly turn into negative reinforcement and undermine a
good training session.Food is the easiest reinforcement because when your parrot is done with
the treats and the training he will simply turn up his beak and stop taking food from you. This is
clear and easy to understand. So training with treats is a good starting place. Every parrot has
different tastes, and you likely know your parrot’s favorite treat. It doesn’t hurt to experiment
some. You may find an assortment of things your parrot loves. A great way to discover favorites is
by mixing a bunch of different treats in your parrot’s bowl when you give him the morning or
evening meal. Whichever treat he chooses first will probably be the one that he likes best. Many
parrots have favorites like peanuts, almonds, pine nuts, or even apples or pasta. Pay attention
over time to which few treats he eats first and use those for training.You do not have to starve
your bird to train him. In fact, you do not need to cut back on his food at all. Give him all he wants
to eat, but pull his favorite treats out of his diet and save these for training. If you want to make
sure he has a little extra motivation, try training him right before you put a meal in his cage. Then
give him a bowl full of food when the training session is over. These treats will be all you need to
get started training.One of the best training tools is a notebook. You can sketch out plans for
training and take notes on the results.Set Yourself up to SucceedWhile you don’t need a lot of
props to get started, there are few things you can do to help yourself succeed. Keep in mind that
the key to training success is consistency. This sounds simple, but it is actually challenging for all
us. We forget where we left off, decide to try different things midstream, or don’t focus on
rewarding at the right time. Simply put, we become poor communicators. We confuse our



parrots. The only way to be consistent, especially if you are a new trainer, is to have a plan.Start
your training with a notebook and a pen. As you work your way through this book, jot down the
key training concepts in the front of the notebook so that you can remind yourself before you
start training sessions. Then for every behavior write out a plan. Sketch out what it is you want to
train for and the steps involved. This will help you remind yourself not to skip steps, rush, or go
too slow. This will make more sense as we begin to break down the process of training later in
the book, but you may want to get your notebook ready now.The most important purpose your
notebook will serve is as a diary. When you are working with your bird, especially if things are
going well, it seems as though there is no way you could forget what happened. Believe me,
though, you will forget. Write down how long the session lasted, what time it was, what you used
for treats, how motivated your parrot was, and what steps in the training you worked on. Make
sure you note how and where in the training the session ended. This will help you pick up where
you left off. And if you jot down as much as you can, you will start to notice patterns. For instance
you may see in your notes that your parrot is losing interest more and more quickly each
session. If you recognize this pattern you can fix it before your parrot refuses to play along at all.
Maybe you just need to mix up the treats.We kept notes for all the birds in the shows where I
worked, and I have kept a notebook for every raptor I have trained in the last seventeen years.
You never know when these notes might come in handy either. I found myself re-reading notes
on a brown goshawk I trained in Australia ten years ago, a very similar bird to the Cooper’s hawk
I found myself working with this summer. I was surprised at how relevant my notes on her
behavior were to the bird I was working with and how much this helped me. Keep a training
journal. You won’t regret it! So gather up your notebook and treats and let’s look at the concepts
you should understand before you begin training in your first behavior.Do Treats Have to be
Healthy?You should always be careful about your parrot’s diet. Some parrot species are prone to
obesity, and any parrot can become overweight. You should also never feed a parrot chocolate,
caffeine, or anything that might be poisonous. The occasional bit of unhealthy food from the
table is okay in moderation, however. I have used cookies, peanut butter pretzels, and even
Cheetos for training. I prefer sunflower seeds, almonds, apples, and pine nuts, but every parrot
has a different idea of the perfect treat. Also some foods are easier to dole out as a treat than
others. Sticky, gooey treats can be problematic. Use your common sense, but reward with what
works.Stories of the RuckusThe grandfather who raised me passed away when I was 24, and I
fell silent for a week. I moped around my apartment ignoring parrots, leaving my red-tailed hawk
in her mews, and mourned. My grandmother had also passed away three years earlier and I
couldn’t shake the thought that there was no one left who had witnessed my childhood. There
was no one to tell tales of my hijinx, to remember what I had forgotten, and to argue about what I
misremembered. They were gone, a childhood of shared stories gone with them.I had lived with
my grandparents from the time I was four until I went away to college. These were years full of
birds, from the first fledgling found to the recalcitrant crows I bought from the local bird farm, to
the Christmas cockatiel that became my first parrot. My grandfather encouraged my feather



fancy from the very first day. In retrospect, I believe this gave him dual pleasure, that of my joy
and of my grandmother’s terror. She was petrified of the combination of confined spaces and
free-flying birds. And my companions were often on the loose. I was a quiet and careful little girl,
but the bird ruckus was allowed and I embraced it.With both of my grandparents gone, I thought
the ruckus was gone with them and the stories and memories should be allowed to vanish into
my adulthood. So for days I retreated into my memories and felt sorry for myself, making every
person and creature that cared about me uncomfortable with my misery until apparently Ty, my
African grey, had had enough.Ty asked clearly and simply in my own exasperated voice, “Why
are you so grumpy?”“Why are you so grumpy” was something I often said right after Ty took a
swing at me. Usually I was about to lose a chunk of flesh because I was grumpy, not the bird. If I
weren’t so sullen, I probably would be paying closer attention to whether or not I was doing
something to deserve to be bitten. So it was an ironic phrase in general, but a perfectly good
question for the moment. Still, he had never said this before and it startled me.I sat down in front
of his cage, wondering if I had heard him right and when he asked again, I told him why I was
grumpy. I explained what and who I had lost. I told him all the stories of bird ruckus that I could
remember. Ty had asked and I needed to tell. I didn’t care that he was a parrot and didn’t
understand; he laughed when I laughed and that was enough.And when I was finished giggling
and crying I was left with the realization that the stories were mine to keep. I realized that if my
words rang back from one grey parrot, then maybe they rang back from everything I touched.
What else would Ty say? What more would be told? Maybe stories lived forever and maybe in
this one my grandparents did too. And come to think of it, maybe my life was destined to be one
long bird ruckus. Wouldn’t my grandparents be pleased?The behaviors you shape and adore
with your parrot may last a lifetime. Shape what you love and enjoy them.The Perfectly Trained
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from the use or application of the information contained herein. The techniques and suggestions
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If you suspect a medical problem consult your veterinarian.The Leader In Responsible Animal
Care for Over 50 Years!®www.tfh.comContentsIntroductionChapter 1: Where Do I Begin?
Chapter 2: Training BasicsChapter 3: Just Make My Parrot Behave!Chapter 4: Getting Your Feet
Wet: Simple TrainingChapter 5: Training for Better LivingChapter 6: Advanced Fun: The Next
Steps in TrainingChapter 7: Vocal BehaviorsChapter 8: Training Free-Flighted ParrotsChapter 9:
What’s Next?ConclusionIntroductionThis book could change your life. I don’t just mean that it
could make living with your parrot more fun and enjoyable, although I certainly hope it does that.
Hopefully, that is why you are reading! What I mean by changing your life is that understanding
how to communicate with and train wild animals can shift the way you see the world. It can also
help you change the world—or at least your area of it. This may seem like a bold statement for
beginning a little parrot training book, but I do believe the years I have spent trying to understand
and interact with the animals in my life have taught me how to shape my surroundings into a
positive, happy place.When I give lectures I joke constantly about training ex-boyfriends and
using positive reinforcement on the people in my life. The audience laughs, I laugh, and we all
pretend that I’m kidding—but I’m not. For example, just saying “thank you” when a person does
something you like is a great start to shaping behavior with positive reinforcement. The way the
people in your life act to get your attention can often be directly correlated to how you react or
don’t react to their methods (reinforcement, in trainer language—there’s a lot more on this topic
later). If your best friend loves hour-long conversations on the phone and the only way she can
get you to stay on the phone is to call with a crisis, guess what? When you stay on the phone,
you are reinforcing her. You better enjoy listening to her latest breakdown, because she is going
to call with them, often.Your actions really do speak louder than your words. More importantly,
your actions shape how everyone interacts with you. Behaviors that work—meaning produce the
desired result—in an individual’s environment are repeated. This is the basis of behavioral
learning theory. (“Theory” meaning an established explanation of phenomena used in science,
rather than an unproven guess, which has become the more common usage.) So if you allow an
individual’s behaviors to work when you don’t like what they are doing—in other words, the
person gets what they want through their undesirable behavior—you may be creating an
unhappy living situation. Shaping behavior and understanding what triggers it and reinforces it is
the core of the psychology of human behavior analysis, and a basic understanding of this is
actually critical to training your parrot as well.If you understand the underlying communication of
training, you can have a perfect parrot. Yes, I said, “perfect”. I was given a bit of grief over my last
parrot book’s having the words “perfect parrot” in the title. There were those who felt I was
encouraging unrealistic expectations of parrots. So let me clarify. The English language is alive,
and the definitions of words evolve. We rarely use the word “perfect” with its original intent of
being flawless, as a diamond can be. So few things in this world are that kind of perfect, yet we
use the word all the time. I’ve gone out on dates with a few perfect gentlemen, but they were far
from flawless. Thank goodness for that too, because flawless is boring. We all have quirks and
annoying behaviors. The trick to living happily with any human or animal is to make concessions



for the habits that do not bother us all that much and clearly communicate how to live happily
together. A perfect parrot is one that gives you great joy, is healthy and well-adjusted, and has
minor and livable-with bad habits. A perfect parrot has everything to do with your ideal standard.
What you need to do is decide what that standard is and make it fun to live up to it. Trust me.
Your parrot has his own ideal standards of how you should behave as well. The two of you can
have this conversation with applied behavior analysis.Applied behavior analysis is a
straightforward and ethical way to shape behavior in most, if not all, situations. Whether it is used
in special education with children, managing zoo animals, or communicating with the parrot in
your living room, it is applicable, replicable, and sensible. In this book it will be the basis for
training and problem solving. Once you start practicing on your parrot(s), though, you may find
that you get better at expressing what you mean to the whole world. You may find that you are
clearer and more consistent and that everyone else seems to be as well. Life gets less stressful.
Days are more enjoyable. Relationships are full of joy. It sounds like a miracle, but it’s nothing
more than clarity and better communication.Applied behavior analysis is an ethical way to shape
behavior in most situations.I can hear you now as I type this, “That’s great, Rebecca, but all I
want is for my parrot to wave on cue.” I understand, and we will get right at that. All the same, if
you find that you really enjoy training, become excellent at it, and suddenly life gets even better,
don’t say I didn’t warn you!Happy Training!Rebecca K. O’ConnorThe Perfectly Trained
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TrainingChapter 7: Vocal BehaviorsChapter 8: Training Free-Flighted ParrotsChapter 9: What’s
Next?ConclusionIntroductionThis book could change your life. I don’t just mean that it could
make living with your parrot more fun and enjoyable, although I certainly hope it does that.
Hopefully, that is why you are reading! What I mean by changing your life is that understanding
how to communicate with and train wild animals can shift the way you see the world. It can also
help you change the world—or at least your area of it. This may seem like a bold statement for
beginning a little parrot training book, but I do believe the years I have spent trying to understand
and interact with the animals in my life have taught me how to shape my surroundings into a
positive, happy place.When I give lectures I joke constantly about training ex-boyfriends and
using positive reinforcement on the people in my life. The audience laughs, I laugh, and we all
pretend that I’m kidding—but I’m not. For example, just saying “thank you” when a person does
something you like is a great start to shaping behavior with positive reinforcement. The way the
people in your life act to get your attention can often be directly correlated to how you react or
don’t react to their methods (reinforcement, in trainer language—there’s a lot more on this topic
later). If your best friend loves hour-long conversations on the phone and the only way she can
get you to stay on the phone is to call with a crisis, guess what? When you stay on the phone,
you are reinforcing her. You better enjoy listening to her latest breakdown, because she is going
to call with them, often.Your actions really do speak louder than your words. More importantly,
your actions shape how everyone interacts with you. Behaviors that work—meaning produce the
desired result—in an individual’s environment are repeated. This is the basis of behavioral
learning theory. (“Theory” meaning an established explanation of phenomena used in science,
rather than an unproven guess, which has become the more common usage.) So if you allow an
individual’s behaviors to work when you don’t like what they are doing—in other words, the
person gets what they want through their undesirable behavior—you may be creating an
unhappy living situation. Shaping behavior and understanding what triggers it and reinforces it is
the core of the psychology of human behavior analysis, and a basic understanding of this is
actually critical to training your parrot as well.If you understand the underlying communication of
training, you can have a perfect parrot. Yes, I said, “perfect”. I was given a bit of grief over my last
parrot book’s having the words “perfect parrot” in the title. There were those who felt I was
encouraging unrealistic expectations of parrots. So let me clarify. The English language is alive,
and the definitions of words evolve. We rarely use the word “perfect” with its original intent of
being flawless, as a diamond can be. So few things in this world are that kind of perfect, yet we
use the word all the time. I’ve gone out on dates with a few perfect gentlemen, but they were far
from flawless. Thank goodness for that too, because flawless is boring. We all have quirks and
annoying behaviors. The trick to living happily with any human or animal is to make concessions
for the habits that do not bother us all that much and clearly communicate how to live happily
together. A perfect parrot is one that gives you great joy, is healthy and well-adjusted, and has
minor and livable-with bad habits. A perfect parrot has everything to do with your ideal standard.
What you need to do is decide what that standard is and make it fun to live up to it. Trust me.



Your parrot has his own ideal standards of how you should behave as well. The two of you can
have this conversation with applied behavior analysis.Applied behavior analysis is a
straightforward and ethical way to shape behavior in most, if not all, situations. Whether it is used
in special education with children, managing zoo animals, or communicating with the parrot in
your living room, it is applicable, replicable, and sensible. In this book it will be the basis for
training and problem solving. Once you start practicing on your parrot(s), though, you may find
that you get better at expressing what you mean to the whole world. You may find that you are
clearer and more consistent and that everyone else seems to be as well. Life gets less stressful.
Days are more enjoyable. Relationships are full of joy. It sounds like a miracle, but it’s nothing
more than clarity and better communication.Applied behavior analysis is an ethical way to shape
behavior in most situations.I can hear you now as I type this, “That’s great, Rebecca, but all I
want is for my parrot to wave on cue.” I understand, and we will get right at that. All the same, if
you find that you really enjoy training, become excellent at it, and suddenly life gets even better,
don’t say I didn’t warn you!Happy Training!Rebecca K. O’ConnorChapter 1: Where Do I Begin?If
you have never trained a pet, the idea of teaching your parrot to do anything might be a little
daunting to you. Birds can be particularly challenging because we do not know how to read their
body language or understand how to respond to it. Perhaps you already have had some
moments with your bird where you just could not fathom why he bit you or acted the way he did.
It can take some practice learning what a parrot is saying with his body language and knowing
how best to react to what he is trying to tell you. In fact, when we are first working with parrots we
often guess why our parrots do the things they do, assuming that their motivations would be
similar to our own. So where do you begin when you decide you want to know how to train your
bird?Training the Animals in our WorldImagine that your parrot is an alien dropped into your
home from another world. Actually, this is pretty close to the truth. Overall they have strange
expressions that do not make sense at first, mostly based in the rise and fall of feathers. Parrots
don’t have lips and cannot smile. They communicate in clicks and beeps. Their strange little
pupils expand and contract with their thoughts. Even their locomotion is different from ours. It is
hard to even imagine what it would feel like to travel through the world on wings, but they do it
and make it look easy. You may as well have E.T. in your living room. (If you haven’t seen the
movie E.T.: the Extraterrestrial, you should definitely rent it.)Yet despite the fact we must seem
just as alien to them, we assume parrots understand our words, motions, and sometimes even
our thoughts. So where would you start if you found yourself having to share your home with an
alien you wanted to communicate with, have fun with, and teach how best to live with you? If it
were E.T. you would coax it into interacting with you with candy, train it how to integrate into your
home without making too much trouble, teach it to talk, learn everything you could about the
species, and then work on some awesome tricks together. (Who wouldn’t want to ride a flying
bicycle?) You should skip the candy, but working with a parrot is not all that different from
working out how to live with E.T.Things to Learn About Your ParrotIf you are about to get a parrot
or have not learned a whole lot about the one you have, here are three things to look into:Where



does this species live in the wild?Knowing whether your bird comes from the rainforest or the
savannah can tell you a lot about his natural behavior and the activities he will enjoy and engage
in quickly. A parrot that spends a lot of time on the ground in the wild may likely be more
comfortable on the floor than on a perch, for example.When does and where does this parrot
breed in the wild?What time of the year would your parrot breed in the wild? Aggression and
nesting behavior can be linked to a change in hormones. And if your parrot is a hollow nester,
you may want to avoid the brooding behavior that it encouraged by going into dark cavities.What
other natural behaviors can you find out about?Does your parrot species wrestle with its buddies
and roll around on the ground in the wild? You will probably have a lot of luck teaching your
parrot to lie on his back and play dead. Find out what you can about wild behavior and come up
with new training tricks that mimic wild behaviors.Who Are You?The best place to start is by
learning everything you can about the parrot in your life. This means learning about both the
history of your individual parrot and your parrot’s species (and sometimes the subspecies) and
how that species lives in nature.Your Bird’s BiographyYour parrot’s past is nice to know if you
have a bird that has been adopted from a rescue or previous owner (a rehomed parrot), but
don’t get hung up on it. People have a habit of assuming the worst about an animal’s past and
then believing that this past is a hurdle that must be jumped over before your new friend will be
“whole” again. The vast majority of the time, this is simply not true. Parrots are resilient, brilliant,
engaging birds that quickly adjust to a new home, especially if it is a positive and enriching
environment. Except in the most extreme cases, you have a brand new start with your parrot,
and the way he behaves will have to do with how you interact with him. He may have a few quirks
and fears, but don’t we all?Don’t make the assumption that your parrot has come to you
“broken,” but if you can, find out what his past experiences were. If your parrot has never stepped
up for someone before, you will have some work to do training him. If you are told that his owner
always picked him up by having him step onto a stick, you may need to take some time training
him to step up onto hands. If he has always been fed only sunflower seeds and peanuts, you
may need to train him to explore new foods and develop new tastes. Information such as this is
helpful, but it certainly isn’t mandatory. You don’t have to have any information about his past to
work with him. If you begin training as if everything is new and anything is possible, you will
surely have success. You do, however, need to know about your parrot’s natural history.Your
Bird’s Natural HistoryEven if you are bringing home a young parrot that has never lived in
another home, the more you know about the species you are living with the better. A parrot’s
behaviors will have a great deal to do with what members of its species naturally do in the wild.
Is your parrot a ground feeder? A cavity nester? What is its natural diet? Find out everything you
can about your bird.The Internet can be a great resource, but be careful about where your
information originates. The law of the Internet seems to be that the more it is repeated, the more
likely it is to be believed. Unfortunately, it also seems that the more it is repeated the more likely it
is to be misinformation. Look for your information in scientific papers, nationally respected
magazines, and from well-known scientists, not from bulletin boards and Facebook. Once you



know all you can about your parrot, it’s time to bring him home and start training.Having a pet
parrot is a little like living with an extraterrestrial—parrots’ motivations, behavior, and
communication are alien to you.Who’s Training Who?Don’t think you are ready to train? The
good news is that the basics and practice are all you need. In fact, you are probably already
training your parrot if you have one in your home. If there are behaviors that your parrot repeats,
you have likely trained them for better or for worse. The trick is to be mindful and to begin training
only the things you appreciate and enjoy. Polish your training skills to the point of feeling
comfortable training new behaviors and having fun with your parrot while doing it.Perhaps the
most important thing to understand about training is that it is primarily about having a
conversation with your parrot. Training is not about “making” an animal do anything. It is also not
about bribing, coercing, or starving. Training is about building a two-way street where both of you
are conversing about what the other wants and coming to an agreement.For example, when
your bird receives positive attention from you, you are communicating you feel that whatever the
parrot was doing at that moment deserves a reward. Perhaps your parrot called out, “Yoohoo!”
and you wandered over to scratch him on the head. If your parrot liked getting attention and
wants some more of it, he will do it again. You are giving your parrot a way to say “Hey, pay
attention to me,” which gets him the response he wants. You are saying to him, “Sure thing. I’ll
come visit with you. I like it when you call out ‘yoohoo’ instead of screaming.” You are happy. The
parrot is happy— and all of this was training. Unfortunately, sometimes we forget that this is
training and have a communication breakdown.Such is often the case with a parrot who
screams. (By screaming, I mean calling out noisily, frequently, and repetitiously). A parrot who
screams has been rewarded to do so. Often, screaming happens just with day-to-day actions
and without your realizing that you trained it. Remember that training is conversation. Perhaps
your parrot began with a yell or two to get your attention and to ask you to come over and visit. If
you walked over and calmly told your parrot to, “Please hush,” he probably did for a minute. After
all, he called for you and you came over to visit. To him, you had a very clear conversation and
your end of it was, “just yell for me and I’ll be right over.” Maybe you get annoyed with being
yelled at and stop coming right away. Over time it takes you five minutes or so of yelling before
you finally can’t take it and walk over to tell him a little less patiently to hush. Now you have
clearly told him that the way to get your attention is to yell for at least five minutes. Guess what?
You’ve trained your parrot to scream.Parrots are intelligent and constantly interacting with their
environment. The way they behave and what they learn to do has a lot to do with how you and
the rest of the household respond to them. That is how it works in the wild. Parrots develop
behaviors based on how their flock interacts with them and what happens in their environment.
So parrots pay close attention to what your actions are saying.Don’t make the mistake of
thinking your parrot knows automatically what you want or even cares about that. Maybe parrots
do make guesses at what we are thinking, but if they do, I doubt they are any better at it than we
are at guessing what a parrot is thinking. Most of the time we don’t even guess right about what
the people around us are thinking. So if you learn how to think like a trainer and make your



actions very clear to your parrot, you are going to have a much happier household. If you don’t
work on training the parrot, the parrot is going to figure out how to train you instead.What if My
Parrot Isn’t Trainable?Every bird is an individual, just as every parrot owner is too. People
frequently ask me what the hardest species of bird to train is and my answer is always that they
are all just different. Every bird has a different personality, even within a species. Some parrots,
like many cockatoos, tend to not have much food motivation. Some parrots, like most lories and
lorikeets, have high energy. There are also parrots that are standoffish. Many African greys I
have met are very standoffish, but I have met a couple of greys that are as social as a parrot can
be.A parrot’s personality can make him more difficult to train or less difficult, depending on the
trainer and what the trainer is hoping to teach. And just like all other animals (including people),
there are parrots who have a real knack and desire for learning while many others do not. If you
have multiple parrots you may find that one parrot is easier to train than the others. Or perhaps
one is great at mimicking new sounds and one is wonderful at physical behaviors. No parrot is
entirely untrainable, not even yours. You just need to take the time, have the patience, and focus
on your parrot’s positive attributes.The Beginnings of Animal TrainingAnimal training has been
around for perhaps as long as people have interacted with animals. Although the psychology
and techniques of training animals have evolved, especially in the last century, there is nothing
new about humans wanting to teach animals to work with them. Humans may have begun
training dogs as long as 15,000 years ago. Over time we have created breeds with specialties in
following a scent, pointing or flushing quarry, and even hunting game. Training animals has been
a keystone of civilization from its beginnings, but not just training domesticated animals.Before
there were firearms, falconers all over Europe and Asia worked with a variety of raptors to hunt
with them. Unlike cats and dogs, bred for their desire to interact with us, raptors were not
domesticated. Taken from the wild and painstakingly trained to take down winged and ground
quarry, falcons and hawks were an effective means to bring meat to the banquet hall. Falconry
too is not a new means of training and has been practiced for more than 3,000 years. Some of
the first detailed books on animal training were written by falconers. Frederick II of Hohenstaufen
wrote The Art of Falconry, a detailed treatise on training in the 1200s, and translations of it are
still in print and read by falconers today.People were also successfully training animals that you
probably don’t even consider as trainable. Cheetahs were trained to work with people and hunt
gazelle in India and Afghanistan. Working with cheetahs was still in favor with Indian royalty in
the early 1900’s. Elephants have been trained to work with people for 4,000 years. Captured
from the wild, the individuals that adjusted the best were trained and spent their lives often with
one trainer. In modern times they have been primarily used for logging, but in ancient times
rulers used elephants as an instrument of war. Famous leaders such as Hannibal had war
elephants on the battlefield as part of their armies.While people trained a wide variety of wild
animals, parrots remained mostly ornaments. Parrot fanciers looked at parrots more as beautiful
and unique additions to their homes rather than as working or even performing animals.
Certainly as parrots became more common, species with a propensity to speak were



encouraged to learn household words. There may have been a few people out there training
their parrots to do interesting things, but for the most part parrots were not considered standard
pets or working animals. This attitude prevailed until recent times as well.When I was doing bird
shows, it was not uncommon for people to refer to “animals and birds,” as if birds were
something entirely different. In fact, there were times when people spoke to me in awe that it was
even possible to train a bird. Birds for the most part, in their opinion, were useless. Because I
had worked with birds since I was a little girl, I found this to be absurd. Training birds was no
harder than training any other animal once you could read them. The only difference between
the people who thought birds were untrainable and me was that I had more practice.What’s the
Difference?Applied behavior analysis, operant conditioning, behavior modification, and behavior
therapy are all basically the same thing, referring to the same strategies of training. They are not
interchangeable terms, but so similar in nature that they are all often used to describe the same
techniques. However, applied behavior analysis is a comprehensive and rigorous approach to
shaping and changing behavior that in its true definition involves systematic and defined
methodology. A full understanding of the application of behavior analysis is a wonderful way to
problem-solve difficult behavior issues.Animal Training TodayThe world of training animals has
changed significantly, but many people still see birds—including parrots—as animals that are
content to sit in a cage and while away their lives with a bowl of seed in front of them. This is
tragic because the possibilities for interaction and fun with a parrot are limitless. Fortunately,
modern psychology has given us insights into the way all living creatures react and adapt within
their environments. It is possible to communicate and train anything with an agenda, as long as
you can provide the proper reinforcement to make your point. I have seen goldfish trained to do
agility courses in their aquariums. Surely training a parrot should be a piece of cake!
SuperstitionFrom the early beginnings of training came a great deal of superstition and heavy-
handed training. Without the scientific theories to explain why an animal responded in a certain
way, many experts created their own theories about how behavior worked. These systems of
training often became lists of what a potential trainer should never do (Never let a parrot get
above your head.) or what they should always do (Always ignore it when a parrot bites you.). The
trainers did not really know how or why these rules worked. For example, their experience was
that if they let a parrot get higher than them, they could not get the parrot down and sometimes
got bitten. “This is just how parrots are!” a superstitious trainer might tell you. Therefore, you
should never let this happen.Superstition does not help you train, however. It merely gets in the
way. If you understand applied behavior analysis you could break this behavior down and see
that the parrot is actually being reinforced—he’s getting what he wants. You just have to work on
shaping the behavior to fix it. I let my parrots get above me all the time. They love the view, but
they love the peanut they get when they come down as asked even better.Negative
TrainingTraining in the past has frequently been based heavily on negative reinforcement and
punishment. We will get into what these terms mean specifically later, but for now just think of
the examples of a tiger trainer with the whip or a dog that gets his nose rubbed in the accident



he had on the floor. You will see as we discuss training further that not all negative reinforcement
or punishment is bad, it’s simply not the most effective way to train most of the time. What it is,
though, is fast and simple. It is easy to be impressed by someone who can grab an aggressive
bird, force it into submission and then present the audience with a seemingly tamed and loving
animal. There are psychological reasons why this works quickly and for a period of time, but it
can have repercussions. And why use negative techniques when there are more effective
methods for the long term? This is what animal trainers started asking themselves when B.F.
Skinner introduced the world to operant conditioning.Knowing about your bird’s natural history is
crucial to understanding his behavior.Operant ConditioningB.F. Skinner is known for his Project
Pigeon. Funded by the military, he worked to train pigeons to guide bombs and torpedoes during
World War II. Although the research and work was eventually dismissed as impractical, it wasn’t
without some small successes. Building on this research, Skinner defined operant conditioning
and went on to lay the groundwork for behavior analysis.While training rats and pigeons in the
1940s, Skinner opened up a new way to look at behavior, and his work had wide-ranging
applications. Building on work done by Ivan Pavlov (Pavlov was the scientist who discovered that
by pairing the ringing of a bell with the presentation of food, he could get dogs to salivate simply
by ringing a bell.), Skinner studied the connection between stimuli and observable behavior.
Skinner proved that behavior could be shaped if the operator was in control, voluntarily
modifying the subject’s behavior based on the consequence. For example, if given the choice to
get corn for pecking a button or to do nothing and get nothing, a chicken will choose to peck the
button. This is operant conditioning. Skinner also demonstrated that behavior could be shaped
using operant conditioning and by breaking a given behavior into small steps and rewarding
those steps. Skinner proved how important consequences are to creating behavior.Animal
Behavior EnterprisesSkinner’s students Keller Breland and Marian Breland took these theories
further to investigate how behavior analysis and operant conditioning could be applied to animal
training outside the lab. They founded Animal Behavior Enterprises (ABE) in 1947, which was
the first commercial business to take these techniques and apply them to real- world animals. To
make a living they had to train more than just rats and pigeons, so the animals they trained were
diverse. Mostly these animals were employed in the entertainment industry and as commercial
ambassadors. The Brelands’ clients were varied and included the military, theme parks, and
even large companies like General Mills. When Keller Breland passed away, Marian kept the
business going and eventually hired Bob Bailey, who was previously Director of Animal Training
for the U.S. Navy. Over the life of the company, ABE trained over 15,000 animals and more than
150 species.The impact of ABE on the animal training world was immense. Keller and Marian
were the inventors of the clicker, which started its life as a little tin “cricket.” They also coined the
term “bridging stimulus.” Using a clicker to mark a requested behavior before handing over a
treat proved to be immensely effective and greatly reduced the amount of time it took to train a
behavior. The duo hoped that clickers would take off with people training their pets at home in
the 1940s and 1950s, but perhaps they were before their time.The company contracted with



many marine mammal and bird shows and was ultimately responsible for spreading the use of
operant conditioning in training parrots during the 1950s and 1960s. Animal Behavior
Enterprises shut down in 1990, but Bob Bailey still works in the field of animal training. His
chicken camps, where he teaches aspiring animal trainers operant conditioning principles by
training chickens, are still popular in Europe; animal trainers revere him.Clever HansClever Hans
was a horse trained by a German mathematics teacher William von Osten, in the early 1900s.
The horse was said to be able to do arithmetic, read, spell, and perform other tasks. By pawing
at the ground with his hoof, the horse would answer yes, no, spell, or count. Von Osten gave no
obvious clues, and it seemed that anyone who asked the horse a question could usually elicit a
correct answer. However, careful examination by a board of experts revealed the horse relied on
very subtle cues and stopped pawing based on the expression and stance of the questioner.
Hans answered questions correctly only if the questioner knew the answer and Hans could see
him. Just like Hans, your parrot will learn to read your body language and cues quickly. Be
careful to be clear with your body language and to not fall under the spell of a “Clever
Hans.”Misunderstanding SkinnerUnfortunately, Skinner’s techniques have often been poorly
explained and therefore misunderstood. Some people interpret them to mean that an animal has
no mind of its own but instead is just a stimulus-response machine. Believing that that is the
basis of these techniques, they take offense at the implication that animals do not have feelings
or thoughts of their own. This simply is not the point of operant conditioning. Animals are
certainly thinking, feeling beings. In fact, in some cases their bond with us is part of the
reinforcement and speeds training along. Instinct and natural behaviors play a role in behavior,
and every facet of working with an animal does not boil down to simply “click and treat.” Still,
applied behavior analysis is the most effective means of training. These techniques are just
making the communication clearer in a conversation we would be trying to have anyway.Another
issue that people sometimes have with these techniques is the belief that they are nothing more
than manipulation. Even worse to people who feel this way is the idea that operant conditioning
can be used to shape human behavior, which seems devious and even unconscionable to them.
I once had a heated argument with my brother on a lovely beach in Mexico over the idea that I
might write a book about using operant conditioning in your dating life. My brother was appalled
that I would be so manipulative to a boyfriend, and no amount of tropical drinks or hours of
beachfront view would change his mind. Still, his reaction was an emotional one rather than
logical one. (Sorry, little brother!) Manipulation requires tactics such as trickery, bullying, and
nagging. Good luck getting any of those techniques to work on a parrot. Operant conditioning
using positive reinforcement hinges on appreciating and rewarding the good. I would much
rather get a hug for picking up my laundry than be nagged for leaving it on the floor. Wouldn’t
you?The Next LevelToday well-known animal trainers and behaviorists continue to teach and
find new applications for operant conditioning and applied behavior analysis. Building on the
things we have learned from Skinner and the Brelands, trainers have discovered positive ways to
train animals to do an incredible variety of things that improve their quality of life. Rather than



capturing or sedating animals at zoos, trainers have used operant conditioning and positive
reinforcement to teach them to present body parts for the veterinarian to inspect. There are even
macaws that have been trained to sit still for annual vaccination injections in their breast
muscles. It is becoming apparent that with time, patience, and positive reinforcement you can
train animals in just about anything.Training through positive reinforcement will help you build a
close relationship with your bird.Building a FoundationPerhaps now you are wondering why you
were just given a summary of the entire history of animal training. Hopefully you found it
interesting. An understanding of where these training techniques came from is important
because they are proven techniques. There is nothing new about what I’m going to share with
you. I’m just going to try to make it as simple and applicable as possible.Even if you don’t entirely
understand or remember the terminology, you should be able to grasp the basics and have a lot
of fun and success. And the great thing about training with a scientific basis is that if you get
stuck or are ready to tackle more than is in this book there are tons of good reliable resources.
These are all techniques that I have used training animals professionally as well as personally—I
am certainly not the only one! There are online and in-person workshops, videos, and other
trainers who use all these terms and techniques as well. In a book I don’t have the luxury of
rephrasing my explanation until it clicks with you as I would in a workshop. So if something in the
book confuses you, you might find that one of these other resources uses scenarios or
explanations that give you that “aha” moment that has eluded you. So let’s get started!What Do I
Need to Start Training?You do not need a whole lot of equipment to start training your parrot
other than a handful of treats. As we get into specific behaviors that require props there will be
some necessary items, but you do not need to buy anything to get started. If you prefer training
with a clicker or would like to try training with a clicker, you can buy one of those. (There is a
thorough explanation of clickers in the Event Markers section of Chapter 2.) Most chain pet
stores carry them and they are not very expensive. A perch on a stand is helpful but not
completely necessary to start. So don’t fuss about all the goodies, just read through the
techniques and terms carefully and get started. You’ll need to return to them to remind yourself,
but if they have trouble sticking in your head, don’t worry. I have to remind myself sometimes,
and I’ve been training for a long time. You don’t have to be able to recite training terminology to
understand it. What you need is reminders and practice—lots of practice.TreatsThe first thing
you need to consider is what will be reinforcing to your parrot. We are going to train using strictly
positive reinforcement, so you need to give some thought to what you can give your parrot that
he will enjoy. For some parrots a scratch on the head or a cuddle is good reinforcement.
However, kisses and cuddles are not the easiest way to train. Sometimes we misread our parrots
and do not notice that they are tired of the training game and do not feel like being cuddled
anymore. An unwanted cuddle can quickly turn into negative reinforcement and undermine a
good training session.Food is the easiest reinforcement because when your parrot is done with
the treats and the training he will simply turn up his beak and stop taking food from you. This is
clear and easy to understand. So training with treats is a good starting place. Every parrot has



different tastes, and you likely know your parrot’s favorite treat. It doesn’t hurt to experiment
some. You may find an assortment of things your parrot loves. A great way to discover favorites is
by mixing a bunch of different treats in your parrot’s bowl when you give him the morning or
evening meal. Whichever treat he chooses first will probably be the one that he likes best. Many
parrots have favorites like peanuts, almonds, pine nuts, or even apples or pasta. Pay attention
over time to which few treats he eats first and use those for training.You do not have to starve
your bird to train him. In fact, you do not need to cut back on his food at all. Give him all he wants
to eat, but pull his favorite treats out of his diet and save these for training. If you want to make
sure he has a little extra motivation, try training him right before you put a meal in his cage. Then
give him a bowl full of food when the training session is over. These treats will be all you need to
get started training.One of the best training tools is a notebook. You can sketch out plans for
training and take notes on the results.Set Yourself up to SucceedWhile you don’t need a lot of
props to get started, there are few things you can do to help yourself succeed. Keep in mind that
the key to training success is consistency. This sounds simple, but it is actually challenging for all
us. We forget where we left off, decide to try different things midstream, or don’t focus on
rewarding at the right time. Simply put, we become poor communicators. We confuse our
parrots. The only way to be consistent, especially if you are a new trainer, is to have a plan.Start
your training with a notebook and a pen. As you work your way through this book, jot down the
key training concepts in the front of the notebook so that you can remind yourself before you
start training sessions. Then for every behavior write out a plan. Sketch out what it is you want to
train for and the steps involved. This will help you remind yourself not to skip steps, rush, or go
too slow. This will make more sense as we begin to break down the process of training later in
the book, but you may want to get your notebook ready now.The most important purpose your
notebook will serve is as a diary. When you are working with your bird, especially if things are
going well, it seems as though there is no way you could forget what happened. Believe me,
though, you will forget. Write down how long the session lasted, what time it was, what you used
for treats, how motivated your parrot was, and what steps in the training you worked on. Make
sure you note how and where in the training the session ended. This will help you pick up where
you left off. And if you jot down as much as you can, you will start to notice patterns. For instance
you may see in your notes that your parrot is losing interest more and more quickly each
session. If you recognize this pattern you can fix it before your parrot refuses to play along at all.
Maybe you just need to mix up the treats.We kept notes for all the birds in the shows where I
worked, and I have kept a notebook for every raptor I have trained in the last seventeen years.
You never know when these notes might come in handy either. I found myself re-reading notes
on a brown goshawk I trained in Australia ten years ago, a very similar bird to the Cooper’s hawk
I found myself working with this summer. I was surprised at how relevant my notes on her
behavior were to the bird I was working with and how much this helped me. Keep a training
journal. You won’t regret it! So gather up your notebook and treats and let’s look at the concepts
you should understand before you begin training in your first behavior.Do Treats Have to be



Healthy?You should always be careful about your parrot’s diet. Some parrot species are prone to
obesity, and any parrot can become overweight. You should also never feed a parrot chocolate,
caffeine, or anything that might be poisonous. The occasional bit of unhealthy food from the
table is okay in moderation, however. I have used cookies, peanut butter pretzels, and even
Cheetos for training. I prefer sunflower seeds, almonds, apples, and pine nuts, but every parrot
has a different idea of the perfect treat. Also some foods are easier to dole out as a treat than
others. Sticky, gooey treats can be problematic. Use your common sense, but reward with what
works.Stories of the RuckusThe grandfather who raised me passed away when I was 24, and I
fell silent for a week. I moped around my apartment ignoring parrots, leaving my red-tailed hawk
in her mews, and mourned. My grandmother had also passed away three years earlier and I
couldn’t shake the thought that there was no one left who had witnessed my childhood. There
was no one to tell tales of my hijinx, to remember what I had forgotten, and to argue about what I
misremembered. They were gone, a childhood of shared stories gone with them.I had lived with
my grandparents from the time I was four until I went away to college. These were years full of
birds, from the first fledgling found to the recalcitrant crows I bought from the local bird farm, to
the Christmas cockatiel that became my first parrot. My grandfather encouraged my feather
fancy from the very first day. In retrospect, I believe this gave him dual pleasure, that of my joy
and of my grandmother’s terror. She was petrified of the combination of confined spaces and
free-flying birds. And my companions were often on the loose. I was a quiet and careful little girl,
but the bird ruckus was allowed and I embraced it.With both of my grandparents gone, I thought
the ruckus was gone with them and the stories and memories should be allowed to vanish into
my adulthood. So for days I retreated into my memories and felt sorry for myself, making every
person and creature that cared about me uncomfortable with my misery until apparently Ty, my
African grey, had had enough.Ty asked clearly and simply in my own exasperated voice, “Why
are you so grumpy?”“Why are you so grumpy” was something I often said right after Ty took a
swing at me. Usually I was about to lose a chunk of flesh because I was grumpy, not the bird. If I
weren’t so sullen, I probably would be paying closer attention to whether or not I was doing
something to deserve to be bitten. So it was an ironic phrase in general, but a perfectly good
question for the moment. Still, he had never said this before and it startled me.I sat down in front
of his cage, wondering if I had heard him right and when he asked again, I told him why I was
grumpy. I explained what and who I had lost. I told him all the stories of bird ruckus that I could
remember. Ty had asked and I needed to tell. I didn’t care that he was a parrot and didn’t
understand; he laughed when I laughed and that was enough.And when I was finished giggling
and crying I was left with the realization that the stories were mine to keep. I realized that if my
words rang back from one grey parrot, then maybe they rang back from everything I touched.
What else would Ty say? What more would be told? Maybe stories lived forever and maybe in
this one my grandparents did too. And come to think of it, maybe my life was destined to be one
long bird ruckus. Wouldn’t my grandparents be pleased?The behaviors you shape and adore
with your parrot may last a lifetime. Shape what you love and enjoy them.Chapter 1: Where Do I



Begin?If you have never trained a pet, the idea of teaching your parrot to do anything might be a
little daunting to you. Birds can be particularly challenging because we do not know how to read
their body language or understand how to respond to it. Perhaps you already have had some
moments with your bird where you just could not fathom why he bit you or acted the way he did.
It can take some practice learning what a parrot is saying with his body language and knowing
how best to react to what he is trying to tell you. In fact, when we are first working with parrots we
often guess why our parrots do the things they do, assuming that their motivations would be
similar to our own. So where do you begin when you decide you want to know how to train your
bird?Training the Animals in our WorldImagine that your parrot is an alien dropped into your
home from another world. Actually, this is pretty close to the truth. Overall they have strange
expressions that do not make sense at first, mostly based in the rise and fall of feathers. Parrots
don’t have lips and cannot smile. They communicate in clicks and beeps. Their strange little
pupils expand and contract with their thoughts. Even their locomotion is different from ours. It is
hard to even imagine what it would feel like to travel through the world on wings, but they do it
and make it look easy. You may as well have E.T. in your living room. (If you haven’t seen the
movie E.T.: the Extraterrestrial, you should definitely rent it.)Yet despite the fact we must seem
just as alien to them, we assume parrots understand our words, motions, and sometimes even
our thoughts. So where would you start if you found yourself having to share your home with an
alien you wanted to communicate with, have fun with, and teach how best to live with you? If it
were E.T. you would coax it into interacting with you with candy, train it how to integrate into your
home without making too much trouble, teach it to talk, learn everything you could about the
species, and then work on some awesome tricks together. (Who wouldn’t want to ride a flying
bicycle?) You should skip the candy, but working with a parrot is not all that different from
working out how to live with E.T.Things to Learn About Your ParrotIf you are about to get a parrot
or have not learned a whole lot about the one you have, here are three things to look into:Where
does this species live in the wild?Knowing whether your bird comes from the rainforest or the
savannah can tell you a lot about his natural behavior and the activities he will enjoy and engage
in quickly. A parrot that spends a lot of time on the ground in the wild may likely be more
comfortable on the floor than on a perch, for example.When does and where does this parrot
breed in the wild?What time of the year would your parrot breed in the wild? Aggression and
nesting behavior can be linked to a change in hormones. And if your parrot is a hollow nester,
you may want to avoid the brooding behavior that it encouraged by going into dark cavities.What
other natural behaviors can you find out about?Does your parrot species wrestle with its buddies
and roll around on the ground in the wild? You will probably have a lot of luck teaching your
parrot to lie on his back and play dead. Find out what you can about wild behavior and come up
with new training tricks that mimic wild behaviors.Who Are You?The best place to start is by
learning everything you can about the parrot in your life. This means learning about both the
history of your individual parrot and your parrot’s species (and sometimes the subspecies) and
how that species lives in nature.Your Bird’s BiographyYour parrot’s past is nice to know if you



have a bird that has been adopted from a rescue or previous owner (a rehomed parrot), but
don’t get hung up on it. People have a habit of assuming the worst about an animal’s past and
then believing that this past is a hurdle that must be jumped over before your new friend will be
“whole” again. The vast majority of the time, this is simply not true. Parrots are resilient, brilliant,
engaging birds that quickly adjust to a new home, especially if it is a positive and enriching
environment. Except in the most extreme cases, you have a brand new start with your parrot,
and the way he behaves will have to do with how you interact with him. He may have a few quirks
and fears, but don’t we all?Don’t make the assumption that your parrot has come to you
“broken,” but if you can, find out what his past experiences were. If your parrot has never stepped
up for someone before, you will have some work to do training him. If you are told that his owner
always picked him up by having him step onto a stick, you may need to take some time training
him to step up onto hands. If he has always been fed only sunflower seeds and peanuts, you
may need to train him to explore new foods and develop new tastes. Information such as this is
helpful, but it certainly isn’t mandatory. You don’t have to have any information about his past to
work with him. If you begin training as if everything is new and anything is possible, you will
surely have success. You do, however, need to know about your parrot’s natural history.Your
Bird’s Natural HistoryEven if you are bringing home a young parrot that has never lived in
another home, the more you know about the species you are living with the better. A parrot’s
behaviors will have a great deal to do with what members of its species naturally do in the wild.
Is your parrot a ground feeder? A cavity nester? What is its natural diet? Find out everything you
can about your bird.The Internet can be a great resource, but be careful about where your
information originates. The law of the Internet seems to be that the more it is repeated, the more
likely it is to be believed. Unfortunately, it also seems that the more it is repeated the more likely it
is to be misinformation. Look for your information in scientific papers, nationally respected
magazines, and from well-known scientists, not from bulletin boards and Facebook. Once you
know all you can about your parrot, it’s time to bring him home and start training.Having a pet
parrot is a little like living with an extraterrestrial—parrots’ motivations, behavior, and
communication are alien to you.Who’s Training Who?Don’t think you are ready to train? The
good news is that the basics and practice are all you need. In fact, you are probably already
training your parrot if you have one in your home. If there are behaviors that your parrot repeats,
you have likely trained them for better or for worse. The trick is to be mindful and to begin training
only the things you appreciate and enjoy. Polish your training skills to the point of feeling
comfortable training new behaviors and having fun with your parrot while doing it.Perhaps the
most important thing to understand about training is that it is primarily about having a
conversation with your parrot. Training is not about “making” an animal do anything. It is also not
about bribing, coercing, or starving. Training is about building a two-way street where both of you
are conversing about what the other wants and coming to an agreement.For example, when
your bird receives positive attention from you, you are communicating you feel that whatever the
parrot was doing at that moment deserves a reward. Perhaps your parrot called out, “Yoohoo!”



and you wandered over to scratch him on the head. If your parrot liked getting attention and
wants some more of it, he will do it again. You are giving your parrot a way to say “Hey, pay
attention to me,” which gets him the response he wants. You are saying to him, “Sure thing. I’ll
come visit with you. I like it when you call out ‘yoohoo’ instead of screaming.” You are happy. The
parrot is happy— and all of this was training. Unfortunately, sometimes we forget that this is
training and have a communication breakdown.Such is often the case with a parrot who
screams. (By screaming, I mean calling out noisily, frequently, and repetitiously). A parrot who
screams has been rewarded to do so. Often, screaming happens just with day-to-day actions
and without your realizing that you trained it. Remember that training is conversation. Perhaps
your parrot began with a yell or two to get your attention and to ask you to come over and visit. If
you walked over and calmly told your parrot to, “Please hush,” he probably did for a minute. After
all, he called for you and you came over to visit. To him, you had a very clear conversation and
your end of it was, “just yell for me and I’ll be right over.” Maybe you get annoyed with being
yelled at and stop coming right away. Over time it takes you five minutes or so of yelling before
you finally can’t take it and walk over to tell him a little less patiently to hush. Now you have
clearly told him that the way to get your attention is to yell for at least five minutes. Guess what?
You’ve trained your parrot to scream.Parrots are intelligent and constantly interacting with their
environment. The way they behave and what they learn to do has a lot to do with how you and
the rest of the household respond to them. That is how it works in the wild. Parrots develop
behaviors based on how their flock interacts with them and what happens in their environment.
So parrots pay close attention to what your actions are saying.Don’t make the mistake of
thinking your parrot knows automatically what you want or even cares about that. Maybe parrots
do make guesses at what we are thinking, but if they do, I doubt they are any better at it than we
are at guessing what a parrot is thinking. Most of the time we don’t even guess right about what
the people around us are thinking. So if you learn how to think like a trainer and make your
actions very clear to your parrot, you are going to have a much happier household. If you don’t
work on training the parrot, the parrot is going to figure out how to train you instead.What if My
Parrot Isn’t Trainable?Every bird is an individual, just as every parrot owner is too. People
frequently ask me what the hardest species of bird to train is and my answer is always that they
are all just different. Every bird has a different personality, even within a species. Some parrots,
like many cockatoos, tend to not have much food motivation. Some parrots, like most lories and
lorikeets, have high energy. There are also parrots that are standoffish. Many African greys I
have met are very standoffish, but I have met a couple of greys that are as social as a parrot can
be.A parrot’s personality can make him more difficult to train or less difficult, depending on the
trainer and what the trainer is hoping to teach. And just like all other animals (including people),
there are parrots who have a real knack and desire for learning while many others do not. If you
have multiple parrots you may find that one parrot is easier to train than the others. Or perhaps
one is great at mimicking new sounds and one is wonderful at physical behaviors. No parrot is
entirely untrainable, not even yours. You just need to take the time, have the patience, and focus



on your parrot’s positive attributes.The Beginnings of Animal TrainingAnimal training has been
around for perhaps as long as people have interacted with animals. Although the psychology
and techniques of training animals have evolved, especially in the last century, there is nothing
new about humans wanting to teach animals to work with them. Humans may have begun
training dogs as long as 15,000 years ago. Over time we have created breeds with specialties in
following a scent, pointing or flushing quarry, and even hunting game. Training animals has been
a keystone of civilization from its beginnings, but not just training domesticated animals.Before
there were firearms, falconers all over Europe and Asia worked with a variety of raptors to hunt
with them. Unlike cats and dogs, bred for their desire to interact with us, raptors were not
domesticated. Taken from the wild and painstakingly trained to take down winged and ground
quarry, falcons and hawks were an effective means to bring meat to the banquet hall. Falconry
too is not a new means of training and has been practiced for more than 3,000 years. Some of
the first detailed books on animal training were written by falconers. Frederick II of Hohenstaufen
wrote The Art of Falconry, a detailed treatise on training in the 1200s, and translations of it are
still in print and read by falconers today.People were also successfully training animals that you
probably don’t even consider as trainable. Cheetahs were trained to work with people and hunt
gazelle in India and Afghanistan. Working with cheetahs was still in favor with Indian royalty in
the early 1900’s. Elephants have been trained to work with people for 4,000 years. Captured
from the wild, the individuals that adjusted the best were trained and spent their lives often with
one trainer. In modern times they have been primarily used for logging, but in ancient times
rulers used elephants as an instrument of war. Famous leaders such as Hannibal had war
elephants on the battlefield as part of their armies.While people trained a wide variety of wild
animals, parrots remained mostly ornaments. Parrot fanciers looked at parrots more as beautiful
and unique additions to their homes rather than as working or even performing animals.
Certainly as parrots became more common, species with a propensity to speak were
encouraged to learn household words. There may have been a few people out there training
their parrots to do interesting things, but for the most part parrots were not considered standard
pets or working animals. This attitude prevailed until recent times as well.When I was doing bird
shows, it was not uncommon for people to refer to “animals and birds,” as if birds were
something entirely different. In fact, there were times when people spoke to me in awe that it was
even possible to train a bird. Birds for the most part, in their opinion, were useless. Because I
had worked with birds since I was a little girl, I found this to be absurd. Training birds was no
harder than training any other animal once you could read them. The only difference between
the people who thought birds were untrainable and me was that I had more practice.What’s the
Difference?Applied behavior analysis, operant conditioning, behavior modification, and behavior
therapy are all basically the same thing, referring to the same strategies of training. They are not
interchangeable terms, but so similar in nature that they are all often used to describe the same
techniques. However, applied behavior analysis is a comprehensive and rigorous approach to
shaping and changing behavior that in its true definition involves systematic and defined



methodology. A full understanding of the application of behavior analysis is a wonderful way to
problem-solve difficult behavior issues.Animal Training TodayThe world of training animals has
changed significantly, but many people still see birds—including parrots—as animals that are
content to sit in a cage and while away their lives with a bowl of seed in front of them. This is
tragic because the possibilities for interaction and fun with a parrot are limitless. Fortunately,
modern psychology has given us insights into the way all living creatures react and adapt within
their environments. It is possible to communicate and train anything with an agenda, as long as
you can provide the proper reinforcement to make your point. I have seen goldfish trained to do
agility courses in their aquariums. Surely training a parrot should be a piece of cake!
SuperstitionFrom the early beginnings of training came a great deal of superstition and heavy-
handed training. Without the scientific theories to explain why an animal responded in a certain
way, many experts created their own theories about how behavior worked. These systems of
training often became lists of what a potential trainer should never do (Never let a parrot get
above your head.) or what they should always do (Always ignore it when a parrot bites you.). The
trainers did not really know how or why these rules worked. For example, their experience was
that if they let a parrot get higher than them, they could not get the parrot down and sometimes
got bitten. “This is just how parrots are!” a superstitious trainer might tell you. Therefore, you
should never let this happen.Superstition does not help you train, however. It merely gets in the
way. If you understand applied behavior analysis you could break this behavior down and see
that the parrot is actually being reinforced—he’s getting what he wants. You just have to work on
shaping the behavior to fix it. I let my parrots get above me all the time. They love the view, but
they love the peanut they get when they come down as asked even better.Negative
TrainingTraining in the past has frequently been based heavily on negative reinforcement and
punishment. We will get into what these terms mean specifically later, but for now just think of
the examples of a tiger trainer with the whip or a dog that gets his nose rubbed in the accident
he had on the floor. You will see as we discuss training further that not all negative reinforcement
or punishment is bad, it’s simply not the most effective way to train most of the time. What it is,
though, is fast and simple. It is easy to be impressed by someone who can grab an aggressive
bird, force it into submission and then present the audience with a seemingly tamed and loving
animal. There are psychological reasons why this works quickly and for a period of time, but it
can have repercussions. And why use negative techniques when there are more effective
methods for the long term? This is what animal trainers started asking themselves when B.F.
Skinner introduced the world to operant conditioning.Knowing about your bird’s natural history is
crucial to understanding his behavior.Operant ConditioningB.F. Skinner is known for his Project
Pigeon. Funded by the military, he worked to train pigeons to guide bombs and torpedoes during
World War II. Although the research and work was eventually dismissed as impractical, it wasn’t
without some small successes. Building on this research, Skinner defined operant conditioning
and went on to lay the groundwork for behavior analysis.While training rats and pigeons in the
1940s, Skinner opened up a new way to look at behavior, and his work had wide-ranging



applications. Building on work done by Ivan Pavlov (Pavlov was the scientist who discovered that
by pairing the ringing of a bell with the presentation of food, he could get dogs to salivate simply
by ringing a bell.), Skinner studied the connection between stimuli and observable behavior.
Skinner proved that behavior could be shaped if the operator was in control, voluntarily
modifying the subject’s behavior based on the consequence. For example, if given the choice to
get corn for pecking a button or to do nothing and get nothing, a chicken will choose to peck the
button. This is operant conditioning. Skinner also demonstrated that behavior could be shaped
using operant conditioning and by breaking a given behavior into small steps and rewarding
those steps. Skinner proved how important consequences are to creating behavior.Animal
Behavior EnterprisesSkinner’s students Keller Breland and Marian Breland took these theories
further to investigate how behavior analysis and operant conditioning could be applied to animal
training outside the lab. They founded Animal Behavior Enterprises (ABE) in 1947, which was
the first commercial business to take these techniques and apply them to real- world animals. To
make a living they had to train more than just rats and pigeons, so the animals they trained were
diverse. Mostly these animals were employed in the entertainment industry and as commercial
ambassadors. The Brelands’ clients were varied and included the military, theme parks, and
even large companies like General Mills. When Keller Breland passed away, Marian kept the
business going and eventually hired Bob Bailey, who was previously Director of Animal Training
for the U.S. Navy. Over the life of the company, ABE trained over 15,000 animals and more than
150 species.The impact of ABE on the animal training world was immense. Keller and Marian
were the inventors of the clicker, which started its life as a little tin “cricket.” They also coined the
term “bridging stimulus.” Using a clicker to mark a requested behavior before handing over a
treat proved to be immensely effective and greatly reduced the amount of time it took to train a
behavior. The duo hoped that clickers would take off with people training their pets at home in
the 1940s and 1950s, but perhaps they were before their time.The company contracted with
many marine mammal and bird shows and was ultimately responsible for spreading the use of
operant conditioning in training parrots during the 1950s and 1960s. Animal Behavior
Enterprises shut down in 1990, but Bob Bailey still works in the field of animal training. His
chicken camps, where he teaches aspiring animal trainers operant conditioning principles by
training chickens, are still popular in Europe; animal trainers revere him.Clever HansClever Hans
was a horse trained by a German mathematics teacher William von Osten, in the early 1900s.
The horse was said to be able to do arithmetic, read, spell, and perform other tasks. By pawing
at the ground with his hoof, the horse would answer yes, no, spell, or count. Von Osten gave no
obvious clues, and it seemed that anyone who asked the horse a question could usually elicit a
correct answer. However, careful examination by a board of experts revealed the horse relied on
very subtle cues and stopped pawing based on the expression and stance of the questioner.
Hans answered questions correctly only if the questioner knew the answer and Hans could see
him. Just like Hans, your parrot will learn to read your body language and cues quickly. Be
careful to be clear with your body language and to not fall under the spell of a “Clever



Hans.”Misunderstanding SkinnerUnfortunately, Skinner’s techniques have often been poorly
explained and therefore misunderstood. Some people interpret them to mean that an animal has
no mind of its own but instead is just a stimulus-response machine. Believing that that is the
basis of these techniques, they take offense at the implication that animals do not have feelings
or thoughts of their own. This simply is not the point of operant conditioning. Animals are
certainly thinking, feeling beings. In fact, in some cases their bond with us is part of the
reinforcement and speeds training along. Instinct and natural behaviors play a role in behavior,
and every facet of working with an animal does not boil down to simply “click and treat.” Still,
applied behavior analysis is the most effective means of training. These techniques are just
making the communication clearer in a conversation we would be trying to have anyway.Another
issue that people sometimes have with these techniques is the belief that they are nothing more
than manipulation. Even worse to people who feel this way is the idea that operant conditioning
can be used to shape human behavior, which seems devious and even unconscionable to them.
I once had a heated argument with my brother on a lovely beach in Mexico over the idea that I
might write a book about using operant conditioning in your dating life. My brother was appalled
that I would be so manipulative to a boyfriend, and no amount of tropical drinks or hours of
beachfront view would change his mind. Still, his reaction was an emotional one rather than
logical one. (Sorry, little brother!) Manipulation requires tactics such as trickery, bullying, and
nagging. Good luck getting any of those techniques to work on a parrot. Operant conditioning
using positive reinforcement hinges on appreciating and rewarding the good. I would much
rather get a hug for picking up my laundry than be nagged for leaving it on the floor. Wouldn’t
you?The Next LevelToday well-known animal trainers and behaviorists continue to teach and
find new applications for operant conditioning and applied behavior analysis. Building on the
things we have learned from Skinner and the Brelands, trainers have discovered positive ways to
train animals to do an incredible variety of things that improve their quality of life. Rather than
capturing or sedating animals at zoos, trainers have used operant conditioning and positive
reinforcement to teach them to present body parts for the veterinarian to inspect. There are even
macaws that have been trained to sit still for annual vaccination injections in their breast
muscles. It is becoming apparent that with time, patience, and positive reinforcement you can
train animals in just about anything.Training through positive reinforcement will help you build a
close relationship with your bird.Building a FoundationPerhaps now you are wondering why you
were just given a summary of the entire history of animal training. Hopefully you found it
interesting. An understanding of where these training techniques came from is important
because they are proven techniques. There is nothing new about what I’m going to share with
you. I’m just going to try to make it as simple and applicable as possible.Even if you don’t entirely
understand or remember the terminology, you should be able to grasp the basics and have a lot
of fun and success. And the great thing about training with a scientific basis is that if you get
stuck or are ready to tackle more than is in this book there are tons of good reliable resources.
These are all techniques that I have used training animals professionally as well as personally—I



am certainly not the only one! There are online and in-person workshops, videos, and other
trainers who use all these terms and techniques as well. In a book I don’t have the luxury of
rephrasing my explanation until it clicks with you as I would in a workshop. So if something in the
book confuses you, you might find that one of these other resources uses scenarios or
explanations that give you that “aha” moment that has eluded you. So let’s get started!What Do I
Need to Start Training?You do not need a whole lot of equipment to start training your parrot
other than a handful of treats. As we get into specific behaviors that require props there will be
some necessary items, but you do not need to buy anything to get started. If you prefer training
with a clicker or would like to try training with a clicker, you can buy one of those. (There is a
thorough explanation of clickers in the Event Markers section of Chapter 2.) Most chain pet
stores carry them and they are not very expensive. A perch on a stand is helpful but not
completely necessary to start. So don’t fuss about all the goodies, just read through the
techniques and terms carefully and get started. You’ll need to return to them to remind yourself,
but if they have trouble sticking in your head, don’t worry. I have to remind myself sometimes,
and I’ve been training for a long time. You don’t have to be able to recite training terminology to
understand it. What you need is reminders and practice—lots of practice.TreatsThe first thing
you need to consider is what will be reinforcing to your parrot. We are going to train using strictly
positive reinforcement, so you need to give some thought to what you can give your parrot that
he will enjoy. For some parrots a scratch on the head or a cuddle is good reinforcement.
However, kisses and cuddles are not the easiest way to train. Sometimes we misread our parrots
and do not notice that they are tired of the training game and do not feel like being cuddled
anymore. An unwanted cuddle can quickly turn into negative reinforcement and undermine a
good training session.Food is the easiest reinforcement because when your parrot is done with
the treats and the training he will simply turn up his beak and stop taking food from you. This is
clear and easy to understand. So training with treats is a good starting place. Every parrot has
different tastes, and you likely know your parrot’s favorite treat. It doesn’t hurt to experiment
some. You may find an assortment of things your parrot loves. A great way to discover favorites is
by mixing a bunch of different treats in your parrot’s bowl when you give him the morning or
evening meal. Whichever treat he chooses first will probably be the one that he likes best. Many
parrots have favorites like peanuts, almonds, pine nuts, or even apples or pasta. Pay attention
over time to which few treats he eats first and use those for training.You do not have to starve
your bird to train him. In fact, you do not need to cut back on his food at all. Give him all he wants
to eat, but pull his favorite treats out of his diet and save these for training. If you want to make
sure he has a little extra motivation, try training him right before you put a meal in his cage. Then
give him a bowl full of food when the training session is over. These treats will be all you need to
get started training.One of the best training tools is a notebook. You can sketch out plans for
training and take notes on the results.Set Yourself up to SucceedWhile you don’t need a lot of
props to get started, there are few things you can do to help yourself succeed. Keep in mind that
the key to training success is consistency. This sounds simple, but it is actually challenging for all



us. We forget where we left off, decide to try different things midstream, or don’t focus on
rewarding at the right time. Simply put, we become poor communicators. We confuse our
parrots. The only way to be consistent, especially if you are a new trainer, is to have a plan.Start
your training with a notebook and a pen. As you work your way through this book, jot down the
key training concepts in the front of the notebook so that you can remind yourself before you
start training sessions. Then for every behavior write out a plan. Sketch out what it is you want to
train for and the steps involved. This will help you remind yourself not to skip steps, rush, or go
too slow. This will make more sense as we begin to break down the process of training later in
the book, but you may want to get your notebook ready now.The most important purpose your
notebook will serve is as a diary. When you are working with your bird, especially if things are
going well, it seems as though there is no way you could forget what happened. Believe me,
though, you will forget. Write down how long the session lasted, what time it was, what you used
for treats, how motivated your parrot was, and what steps in the training you worked on. Make
sure you note how and where in the training the session ended. This will help you pick up where
you left off. And if you jot down as much as you can, you will start to notice patterns. For instance
you may see in your notes that your parrot is losing interest more and more quickly each
session. If you recognize this pattern you can fix it before your parrot refuses to play along at all.
Maybe you just need to mix up the treats.We kept notes for all the birds in the shows where I
worked, and I have kept a notebook for every raptor I have trained in the last seventeen years.
You never know when these notes might come in handy either. I found myself re-reading notes
on a brown goshawk I trained in Australia ten years ago, a very similar bird to the Cooper’s hawk
I found myself working with this summer. I was surprised at how relevant my notes on her
behavior were to the bird I was working with and how much this helped me. Keep a training
journal. You won’t regret it! So gather up your notebook and treats and let’s look at the concepts
you should understand before you begin training in your first behavior.Do Treats Have to be
Healthy?You should always be careful about your parrot’s diet. Some parrot species are prone to
obesity, and any parrot can become overweight. You should also never feed a parrot chocolate,
caffeine, or anything that might be poisonous. The occasional bit of unhealthy food from the
table is okay in moderation, however. I have used cookies, peanut butter pretzels, and even
Cheetos for training. I prefer sunflower seeds, almonds, apples, and pine nuts, but every parrot
has a different idea of the perfect treat. Also some foods are easier to dole out as a treat than
others. Sticky, gooey treats can be problematic. Use your common sense, but reward with what
works.Stories of the RuckusThe grandfather who raised me passed away when I was 24, and I
fell silent for a week. I moped around my apartment ignoring parrots, leaving my red-tailed hawk
in her mews, and mourned. My grandmother had also passed away three years earlier and I
couldn’t shake the thought that there was no one left who had witnessed my childhood. There
was no one to tell tales of my hijinx, to remember what I had forgotten, and to argue about what I
misremembered. They were gone, a childhood of shared stories gone with them.I had lived with
my grandparents from the time I was four until I went away to college. These were years full of



birds, from the first fledgling found to the recalcitrant crows I bought from the local bird farm, to
the Christmas cockatiel that became my first parrot. My grandfather encouraged my feather
fancy from the very first day. In retrospect, I believe this gave him dual pleasure, that of my joy
and of my grandmother’s terror. She was petrified of the combination of confined spaces and
free-flying birds. And my companions were often on the loose. I was a quiet and careful little girl,
but the bird ruckus was allowed and I embraced it.With both of my grandparents gone, I thought
the ruckus was gone with them and the stories and memories should be allowed to vanish into
my adulthood. So for days I retreated into my memories and felt sorry for myself, making every
person and creature that cared about me uncomfortable with my misery until apparently Ty, my
African grey, had had enough.Ty asked clearly and simply in my own exasperated voice, “Why
are you so grumpy?”“Why are you so grumpy” was something I often said right after Ty took a
swing at me. Usually I was about to lose a chunk of flesh because I was grumpy, not the bird. If I
weren’t so sullen, I probably would be paying closer attention to whether or not I was doing
something to deserve to be bitten. So it was an ironic phrase in general, but a perfectly good
question for the moment. Still, he had never said this before and it startled me.I sat down in front
of his cage, wondering if I had heard him right and when he asked again, I told him why I was
grumpy. I explained what and who I had lost. I told him all the stories of bird ruckus that I could
remember. Ty had asked and I needed to tell. I didn’t care that he was a parrot and didn’t
understand; he laughed when I laughed and that was enough.And when I was finished giggling
and crying I was left with the realization that the stories were mine to keep. I realized that if my
words rang back from one grey parrot, then maybe they rang back from everything I touched.
What else would Ty say? What more would be told? Maybe stories lived forever and maybe in
this one my grandparents did too. And come to think of it, maybe my life was destined to be one
long bird ruckus. Wouldn’t my grandparents be pleased?The behaviors you shape and adore
with your parrot may last a lifetime. Shape what you love and enjoy them.
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N. Abdallah, “Excellent Book!!!. I bought this book because I have been at a cross road with my
Timneh. He is a rescue that I adopted almost 4 years ago.He was not tame when I took him in.
But we have worked through head scratches and kisses. But no step up.We play games like
soccer on the playtop cage and clang the pots and pans on top. But what I want more than
anything, is for him to step up. So after reading several other books and watching endless
videos, I decided to give this a try. I have read Rebecca's Parrot For Life, which is a wonderful
book, full of practical ideas and interesting techniques.The Perfectly Trained Parrot was the book
I had been waiting for. I needed inspiration and no nonsense approaches to have more fun with
my Otis. Within reading the first 20 or so pages and taking the time to digest information, Otis is
now stepping up on a stick from inside his cage. I huge step for him and me. A little bit of training
each and everyday, I am confident that someday soon, I shall be able to get him on the stick and
out his door. He does get plenty out of his cage time.I keep finding helpful tidbits that hopefully
will have him and myself more confident in his development.Thank you Rebecca for writing a
great training tool book. I am sure that within a few months I will have a perfectly trained
gentleman. Otis thanks you too”

Lorrie Covil, “Helpful. Very helpful. I do find that my Caique still is not that well behaved. That is
not the book’s fault.”

eppis1, “Good guide for this novice Parrot caretaker. The book is informative. I needed
guidelines on how to take good care of my parrot. As a first time caretaker this was a good
starter kit.”

Karen Anderson, “Excellent introduction to parrot behavior and training. This is an excellent book
for both novice AND more experienced parrot owners. Ms. O'Connor does an outstanding job of
introducing solid behavior and training concepts in an easy-to-absorb way. She takes the reader
on a training journey, from learning how to train to training advanced behaviors. Along the way
she also dispels several persistent myths about parrots and their behaviors and gives the reader
the tools to help create a strong and positive relationship with a companion bird. Ms. O'Connor
clearly "knows her stuff" and shares it with the reader by providing many insightful examples,
step by step instructions and great anecdotes.This will be "required reading" for all the staff at
my companion bird boarding facility! It's already on the shelf right alongside Barbara
Heidenreich's Parrot Problem Solver.”

Ebook Library Reader, “An awesome book for new and experienced parrot owners. this is a well
written easy to follow book for both new AND experienced parrot owners - it is easy to read, easy
to understand and FUN as well. Rebecca not only provides hints, tips, step-by-step methods but
also the SCIENCE behind the training.Want to learn to train your parrot using the most positive,



least intrusive methods? this is the book for you.Want to train NEW behaviors? this is the book
for you.Want to CHANGE a behavior? this is the book for you.I heartily recommend this book to
everyone.”

Christina, “much like a positive reinforcement dog trainer would. Purchased this so my husband
and parrot could learn to get along. When it arrived, I discovered I purchased a signed copy. Well
worth the read. This book explained how to train my little one in simple terms, much like a
positive reinforcement dog trainer would. Within a short time, my non-hand friendly Dexter now
perches on my hand and sings when my husband approaches. Easy enough for beginners.”

Michael Englert, “Great for Parrots or Other Animals. Very helpful and easy to follow. My bird has
been extremely easy to train following these basis rules.”

Truth-be-told, “EASY TO FOLLOW INSTRUCTIONS THICK CHUNKY BOOK MUCH MORE
THAN TRAINING AID. This book will not only show you how to train your parrot in simple broken
down stepsIt also shows you how you can encourage unwanted behaviour without knowing &
that's brilliant.There's a huge index at the back & lots of beautiful colour photo'sThe training
extends to putting on your own showIt's not all about tricks far from it..There's carrier training,
harness training, potty training, Vet towel wrap visit training, Nail trimming, Bathing & so much
more.Excellent value for money & a must for parrot owners/carers”

Ebook Library Reader, “Good and interesting handbook for living with parrots.. The media could
not be loaded.
                
            
                
            
        
    
    

  



  
The book is very easy to read and I liked the honesty of the author giving her personal
experiences with her parrot .I haven't had time to train my parrot but I feel this book will be very
helpful going forward”

Berni Lewis, “This puts all others in the shade. I own just about every Parrot book both in and out
of print. If you want to fully understand the Psittacine Psyche and bridge that gap between prey
and predator living harmoniously in a domestic setting this is the book for you. Outstanding,
clear concise information, written with humour. The perfect resource for guardians of our
feathered friends.”

Tracey Dyer, “Very informative!. She starts with a brief explanation of the theory behind positive
reinforcement as a tool for training any parrot, then moves on to problem behaviours and training
techniques! All well explained in her engaging narrative. Highly recommend!”

The book has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 106 people have provided feedback.
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